




Finding out the problem statement



Figuring out the needs vs wants
“The golden rule for every business person is this: ‘Put yourself in your customer’s place.” – Orison Swett 

Marden

● If you are running a business, then everything about your customers becomes ‘your business’. This

would include their feelings, emotions, and understanding what every customer needs and wants.

● The fact about customer needs and wants is that often customers are unaware of what they need. They

focus on what they want because of emotional and or social reasons.

● As a product/service provider fulfilling ‘WANTS’ gives you entry/lead/deal and a sustainable relationship

with customers

● But, journey from product/service provider to a reliable technology partner starts with creating the

‘NEEDs’, making them understand the importance of those Needs and fulfilling those needs with the

sustainable solutions and services.

● Our solution and strategy



Finding out where exactly technology can help
Technology does not decide the success of your product, you have to position your product rightly, 

Sometime a simple technique can add value 

Robotic Bartender - A hitech product, 
which apparently failed!

Fully mechanical liquid dispenser - A 
Fairly low cost product with Instant huge 

success 





The Gartner Hype cycle



Technology Scouting

Technology scouting is an element 

of technology management in which

● Emerging technologies are 

identified

● Technology related information 

is channeled into an 

organization

● Supports the acquisition of 

technologies
Source: Wikipedia



COMPARING

SIMILAR

TECHNOLOGIES



Be ready to handle the limitations

Every technology comes with a limitation, There is no technology without a limitation 

and it will only be absurd when someone comes to you and sells a product which they 

claim as “ The product doesn’t have any limitation”

There are 3 types of limits

● Natural limits

● Economical limits

● Ethical limits



Creativity is the key







BE READY TO IMPROVISE



Make the most out of existing 

technology, instead of waiting for a new 

technology to come up and solve the 

problem

TAKEAWAY 1



A Race car is best suited to be used on 
a race track, not on the streets!. So first 
decide where you’re going to drive and 
then select the appropriate car rather 

than selecting the car first and then the 
driveway.

TAKEAWAY 2



QUESTIONS ?



Thanks!

Contact me at 

raghu@sensegiz.com

rraghuram97

mailto:raghu@sensegiz.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rraghuram97/

